YOUR AIDE IN THE LAB

TM

FCAP Array Infinite software is the most powerful
software for processing bead based cytometric
data. Sophisticated algorithm supports automatic
cluster identification.
TM

FCAP Array Infinite offers all application tools that
are required for rapid, efficient and complete multiplexed assay performance.

Analysis features
Soft Flow is pleased to announce the latest release
of its popular FCAP Array InfiniteTM acquisition
multiplexed assay software.

Constantly expanding list of supported FCS files
Background samples feature
Ability to define standard series dilutions quickly

Design
User friendly graphically focused software
A simple step-by-step analysis of complex and
compact data
Drag & drop options to design experiments
Elegant experimental definitions to eliminate
confusion
One-click publication ready charts
Multiple file export format option
Experimental layout by drag & drop of FCS files
Built-in test tool for clustering and for examining
FCS files
Smart reports

Advanced curve fitting by standard point, curve
type and weight method selection
Enhanced clustering algorithms and cluster
assignment
Built-in debris filtering
Manual option for microbead clustering
Analysis models: Quantitative, Qualitative,
Quality Control
Supports second-reporter parameter

YOUR AIDE IN THE LAB

Infinite
Always providing the most progressive,
professional and up-to-date multiplex
assay analysis software solutions.
Stay FLEXIBLE whether your projects are
temporary or ongoing, pay only for the access
you need without long-term commitment.

progressively CURRENT

Subscription based
licensing

PAY-AS-YOU-GO approach gives you access
to a full version you would get with a perpetual
license but with all the new updates and with
a cost effective, flexible and predictable
software budget.
CPU

Intel Pentium 4 (2 Ghz or equivalent)

RAM

512 MB or higher

Hard drive space

50 MB for installation, 4 Gbfor data
storage

Monitor resolution

minimum resolution 1024x768, 1440x900
recommended

Internet Connection

Software activation, Startup

Operating System

Win7, 8, 8.1 & XP, Vista (32 or 64 bit)

BENEFIT from the always expanding list of
supported FCS files acquired by not only the
most popular but the newest available
flow cytometers.
ACCESS to the latest tools and
ENJOY the constantly improving analysis
and reporting methods.
Stay CURRENT with the most up-to-date
FCAP Array developments and releases.
ROLLING release software updates ensure
that your FCAP Array will be always up to date.

The most progressive, professional,
up-to-date solution for processing
bead array data.

